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AT1
• Makes links between religious stories and beliefs
• Describes and shows understanding of religious sources, beliefs, ideas, feelings and experiences; making links between them 
• Uses a developing religious  vocabulary to give reason for  religious actions and symbols
• Uses religious terms to show an understanding of different liturgies
• Gives reasons for certain actions by believers
• Shows understanding of how religious belief shapes life

AT2

• Makes links to show how feelings and beliefs affect their behaviour and that of others
• Shows how own and others decisions are informed by beliefs and values
• Compares their own and other people's ideas about questions that are difficult to answer
• Engages with and responds to questions of life in the light of religious teaching 
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• layer sounds to create effect 
• compose melodic and rhythmic phrases
• pick out details within a piece and recall these details from memory 
• find similarities and differences between different historical composers and 

musicians 
• explain how music has changed over time
• sing expressively combining dynamics, tempo and pitch
• perform own compositions from memory 
• perform own rhythmic and melodic patterns on an instrument

• solve problems in writing programmes by decomposing them into smaller parts 
• explain how some simple algorithms work and detect and correct errors in 

them
• combine a variety of software to accomplish given goals on a range of digital 

devices
• understand the importance of using technology safely, respectfully and 

responsibly 
• appreciate how search results are ranked 
• understand the basic workings of computer networks including the Internet

• read a text in the language and explain the main points and some smaller details 
• use a bilingual dictionary or glossary, or can use context to work out what 

unfamiliar words mean 
• find patterns in spelling, sounds and meanings of words when listening to songs 

and rhymes 
• take part in short conversations, seeking and conveying information and opinions 

in simple terms 
• refer to recent experiences or future plans as well as everyday activities and 

interests 
• identify and note the main points and specific details including opinions in longer 

spoken passages 
• use accurate pronunciation in spoken tasks and use intonation to make meaning 

clear 
• produce short pieces of writing in simple sentences that seek and convey 

information and opinions 

• describe the changes as humans develop to old age 
• describe the movement of the planets in the solar system, relative to the sun 
• describe the movement of the moon relative to the Earth 
• understand the effects of the Earth’s rotation 
• explain effects of gravity on Earth
• Identify the effects of forces that act between moving surfaces 
• recognise that some mechanisms allow a smaller force to have a greater effect 
• describe the difference in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, and 

insect and a bird 
• describe the life process is of reproduction in some plants and animals 
• compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of their 

properties 
• understand how solutions are formed and separated 
• understand how to separate mixtures 
• use comparative and fair tests to explain reasons for particular uses of 

everyday materials 
• understand and demonstrate reversible and irreversible changes 
• with prompting, planned scientific inquiries, controlling variables were 

necessary 
• take measurements, repeating as necessary 
• record data 
• suggest further comparative or fair tests 
• report and present findings from inquiries 
• with prompting, identify that not all results may be trustworthy 
• suggest how evidence can support conclusions 

• estimate amount of ingredients to an appropriate level of accuracy 
• understand how different foods are produced in different areas of the world 
• understand that some foods are seasonal and give some examples 
• use a computer design programme to communicate ideas 
• use a glue gun with close supervision 
• use appliqué to decorate by gluing and stitching 
• cut internal shapes use more complex mechanical systems in products 
• cut accurately to one millimetre: strip wood, dowel and square section 
• collect feedback from others to find out how to improve a product 

• with coloured pencil, can layer colours 
• prepare a drawing surface to create a wax crayon image 
• replicate images by well-known artists 
• use a sketchbook to show how ideas have been improved 
• make a clear plan for working area and equipment needed 
• create layers of paint to add detail to background colours 
• add detail to a sculpture 

• use the eight points of the compass
• follow a route on a small scale map 
• use longitude and latitude as a guide to a location on an Atlas 
• compare a region of the UK, a region of a European country and a region 

within north or South America 
• locate the world continents /countries 
• locate the tropics of cancer and Capricorn, the Greenwich Meridian and time 

zones 
• make a scale drawing using scales based around powers of 10 
• use photographs and measurements to create an accurate map of an area 

• create historically valid questions about cause and significance 
• examine artefacts and explain what they show about that time in history 
• identify and describe changes within and between different periods in history 
• place events, people and changes into correct periods of time in 

chronological order 
• discuss the impact of significant historical events, people and places in their 

own locality 

• use a body shape to decrease air resistance when running 
• use the correct action to throw a javelin with a run up 
• jump: 1 foot to same foot to two feet 
• perform dance actions with control and expression 
• perform longer routines from memory adding expression an extension to 

movements 
• choose the most appropriate throw to use within a game 
• call out for a catch in a game showing they know they are in the best place 
• hit a ball into space to help increase score within a game 
• dribble a ball in different directions and avoid obstacles 
• perform actions in and out of rolls
• hold different positions when balancing and use different shapes to 

express a given theme or mood 
• read a wide variety of map symbols and use a compass when following a 

given route 
• plan ideas of how to solve a problem before attempting it 
• decide if verbal or non-verbal communication is the most effective choice 

when solving problems 

• understand and use place value to at least 1,000,000 
• count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any given 

number up to 1,000,000 
• use and interpret negative numbers 
• Read Roman numerals to 1000 and years written in Roman numerals 
• add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits 
• solve addition and subtraction multi step problems 
• understand and use multiples, factors and prime numbers 
• use formal written calculation methods to multiply and divide 
• multiply and divide mentally including by 10, 100 and 1000
• recognise and use square and cube numbers and their notation 
• solve multiplication and division problems 
• solve problems with all four operations  
• understand and use equivalent fractions 
• recognise and use mixed numbers and improper fractions 
• add and subtract fractions 

• multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by whole numbers 
• understand and use decimal place value 
• understand and use percentages 
• identify 3D shapes from 2D representations 
• identify, measure and draw angles 
• distinguish between regular and irregular polygons 
• identify, describe and represent translations and reflections of shapes 
• convert between different metric units and between metric and common 

imperial units 
• find the perimeter of composite rectilinear shapes 
• calculate compare and estimate area 
• solve problems using measure 
• solve comparison, sum and difference problems using information presented 

in a line graph 
• complete, read and interpret information in tables, including timetables 

• select appropriate form for audience and purpose 
• note and develop initial ideas for writing 
• increase effectiveness of narrative writing 
• precis longer passages 
• use a wide range of devices to build cohesion within paragraphs 
• use further organisational and presentational devices 
• always proofread writing for errors and effectiveness 
• perform their own compositions 
• ensure appropriate handwriting 
• use further prefixes and suffixes
• spell some words with ‘silent’ letters 
• use a range of strategies to spell accurately 
• use a thesaurus
• use the perfect form of verbs 
• use expanded noun phrases 
• use modal verbs and adverbs 
• use relative clauses 
• begin to use more advanced sentence punctuation 
• convert nouns or adjectives into verbs using suffixes 
• use verb prefixes 
• use devices to build cohesion 
• understand and use grammatical terminology accurately and appropriately 

• discuss an increasingly wide range of texts for a range of purposes 
• recommend books that they have read, giving reasons 
• identify and discuss themes and conventions in and across a wide 

range of writing 
• make comparisons within and across books 
• read poems aloud and perform, communicating clear meaning to 

an audience 
• use a range of strategies to understand books they read 
• draw inferences and justify with evidence 
• predict what might happen from details stated and implied 
• retrieve and summarise information from texts, identifying key 

details 
• identify how language, structure and presentation contributes to 

meaning 
• discuss and evaluate how authors use language 
• distinguish between fact and opinion 
• discuss books; explain their understanding and justify their views 
• read aloud and understand the meaning of new words they meet 


